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Abstract. Granular gases are interesting multiparticle systems which, irrespective of the apparent simplicity
of particle interactions, exhibit a rich scenario of so far only little understood features. We have numerically
investigated a dense granular gas composed of frictional spherocylinders which are excited mechanically by
lateral vibrating container walls. This study was stimulated by experiments in microgravity on parabolic flights.
The formation of spatial inhomogeneities (clusters) was observed in a region near the corners of the container,
about halfway from the excitation plates. The particles in the clusters show a tendency to align parallel to the
container walls, seemingly increasing the stabilizing effect of friction. The simulation results provide hints that
the phase difference of the vibrations of the two excitation walls might affect the cluster dynamics.

1 Introduction

Granular gases have been investigated numerically in nu-
merous studies, primarily with focus on hard sphere en-
sembles [1, 2]. Their experimental realization and ob-
servation is challenging, especially in three-dimensional
(3D) geometries. Gravitational forces usually mask any
grain interactions unless the ensemble is in microgravity
(µg). From monoscopic or stereoscopic observations, par-
ticle positions and velocities need to be extracted, which
is often possible only in very dilute systems, not in clus-
ters or denser ensembles. All these problems implicate
that experimental data are rare, even though there has been
continuous progress in µg experiments with 3D granular
gases, e. g. [3–9]. For a selective and purposeful choice of
experimental parameters, simulations of such ensembles
in close relation to experiments are very helpful.

It has been shown [4–6, 10], that the choice of non-
spherical, rod-like particles offers several advantages, viz.
a better visibility of background particles, higher colli-
sion rates, and the improved visibility of rotational mo-
tions. Collisions of non-spherical objects may be bet-
ter suited to reflect the behavior of realistic, irregular
grains. While these advantages are beneficial in exper-
iments, computation is considerably more complicated
than for spheres [11–13]. Here, we present simulations of
granular ensembles of spherocylinders under strong me-
chanical excitation in µg. The packing fractions are cho-
sen such that the system is at the brink of forming cluster
structures. Two lateral walls are vibrated for the excitation
of the granulate, so that ’hot’ (high kinetic energy) parti-
cles are rebounded from these side walls and form a dilute,
’gaseous’ state near the walls. In some distance from the
excitation walls, a condensed cluster can form with dom-
inating permanent contacts between neighboring grains.
∗e-mail: dmitry.puzyrev@ovgu.de

This state can be considered as a liquid state, with colder
(less kinetic energy) particles, so that the complete ensem-
ble reflects a granular Leidenfrost phenomenon in micro-
gravity. The dynamic phenomena and regime maps are
known for spherical grains, corresponding results are re-
ported, e.g., in Refs. [14–18]. For rods, we expect a more
complex behaviour and the actual regimes are a priori un-
known. Our simulations are motivated by the VIP-GRAN
experiment performed on parabolic flights by the SPACE
GRAINS team [7, 8], where we currently study clustering
in ensembles of cylindrical grains.

2 Model system

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the simulated setup. The con-
tainer possesses a square cross-section of 30×30 mm2, and
two opposing movable side walls (pistons) with a mean
distance Lx = 40 mm at rest. Agitation of the system is
executed by these two walls, performing sinusoidal vibra-
tions with an amplitude A = 4 mm at a frequency of 15 Hz,
corresponding to a maximum acceleration of ≈ 3.6 g. The
phase shift ϕ between the walls can be varied. In this
study, we are investigating the effects of in-phase (ϕ = 0)
and anti-phase (ϕ = π) excitation, as well as the case of
ϕ = π/2.

We use a hybrid GPU-CPU implementation of discrete
element modelling [12, 13], adapted to simulate confined
systems with moving walls. It solves the dynamics of a
monodisperse ensemble of spherocylinders, with length `
and radius r, i.e. aspect ratio ζ = `/2r. The contact detec-
tion between two spherocylinders reduces to finding the
closest point between two line segments. Thus, the over-
lap distance δ results from the overlap of two spheres of
radius r. For the particle-wall collisions, we use the same
model but assume the interaction of a spherocylinder with
an infinite plane. The force ~Fi j exerted on particle i by
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the particle j reads ~Fi j = − ~F ji = Fn · ~n + F t · ~t, where
Fn is the component normal to the contact plane and F t

acts in the tangential direction. In our calculations, Fn

and F t are computed using a non-linear Hertz-Mindlin ap-
proach [19]. To mimic steel particles, the particle den-
sity ρp = 7850 kg/m3 and Young modulus Y = 1 GPa
(Yw = 6 GPa for walls) were used. Note that presupposing
a constant restitution coefficient is not valid when execut-
ing DEM of non-spherical particles, due to the dependence
of the energy loss on the collision details. However, the
energy loss still can be quantified by an effective normal
restitution coefficient en, from which the collision damp-
ing parameter β of the model is obtained, β = ln en√

ln en
2+π2

.

Thus, we fixed en = 0.85 and friction coefficient µ = 0.4
(particle-particle and wall-particle), and simulation time
step ∆t = 1/18 µs [20].

Figure 1. Left: Sketch of the setup for the simulations. It is simi-
lar to the VIP-GRAN instrument described in Ref. [8]). The side
walls can be vibrated to excite the particle ensemble mechani-
cally in microgravity. Right: Sketch of the quadrants introduced
in Sec. 3.1, with one cluster in the grey quadrant.

3 Main results

For small filling fractions (φ < 2%), one observes the rod
ensemble in a gaseous state [7, 17, 21]. For φ ≈ 2-3%,
small clusters of particles start to form. Those clusters are
characterized by a larger local particle number density, as
well as a lower granular temperature than in the surround-
ing gaseous medium. The particular values of φc corre-
sponding to the gas-cluster transition and their dependence
on system parameters is of great interest [7, 21] and will be
explored for the ensembles of rods in future studies. For
larger packing fractions (φ > 4%), a single large cluster
is formed in the center of the container. It occupies most
of the cross-section in the direction perpendicular to the
excitation axis x. Similar observations were made in ex-
periments and simulations of shaken ensembles of spheri-
cal grains [7, 21]. Here, we focus on the packing fraction
φ = 3% (N = 544 particles), which corresponds to a sys-
tem slightly above the gas cluster-transition.

3.1 Cluster geometry and dynamics

For the different excitation phase shifts ϕ = {0, π/2, π}
considered here, we observe a couple of common cluster
shapes which the particles roughly assume. Two examples
for in-phase and anti-phase wall movement are shown in

Figure 2. One common trend that is observed for all ex-
citation phase shifts is that the formation of clusters starts
near the corners of the container parallel to the excitation
axis ~x (where the y and z-walls intersect). After 100 ex-
citation periods, considerably stable cluster structures in
the vicinity of those edges are observed. The shapes of
those clusters roughly resemble tetrahedra. We observe
that for in-phase excitation at a given packing fraction, the
most stable configuration is a large cluster with a smaller
adjacent one on the opposite edges of one of the non-
vibrating walls, see Fig. 2, left. For the anti-phase (sym-
metric in x) excitation we rather observe the existence of
two similar-sized clusters (see Fig. 2, right). Clustering
near container walls, in particular in corner regions, is
a common observation in other experiments and simula-
tions, e.g. Refs. [17, 22]. It is related to an increased dis-
sipation by collisions with the walls.

The reason behind these particular shapes of the clus-
ters requires additional investigations. It seems that the
particle-wall friction plays a large role in the formation of
the clusters, namely, the cluster starts to form in adjacency
of the corners because collisions with any of the 2 nearby
walls is highly probable here, so that the mean dissipation
of energy by particle-wall collisions is highest in this part
of the container. One may hypothesize that the particle-
particle friction then additionally stabilizes the clusters. In
particular, since the particles tend to align their long axes
parallel to each other in the clusters, the contact regions
increase.

To check this, we performed simulations with negligi-
ble friction, µ = 0.01, and considerably smaller restitution
coefficient εn = 0.75: While some local temporary clus-
tering and some increase of density in the center of con-
tainer took place, stable cluster structures as seen in Fig. 2
were not observed. In this case, the local average densi-
ties calculated in similar way as in Fig. 2 stay below 100
particles/cm3 and never reach the densities observed in-
side the clusters in frictional system.

We also observed that in the system with friction, the
clusters tend to arise closer to the center of the container
in x-direction. There, the energy input transferred by the
particles after the collision with the vibrating walls is mini-
mal. We performed a crude preliminary analysis of cluster
movement: The container was separated into 3D "quad-
rants" by y = 0 and z = 0 planes (see Fig. 1). Since the
clusters are observed near the edges of the container, each
cluster is contained in one of the quadrants. Then, the clus-
ter motion can be approximated by the motion of the cen-
ter of mass xm of all particles in the respective quadrant.
In both cases, ϕ = 0 and ϕ = π, cluster centers slowly
drift close to the midplane of the container in x-direction,
with the amplitude of motion roughly in the range between
0.05 Lx to 0.1 Lx. The motion seems to be slightly faster
for in-phase excitation, ϕ = 0. The preliminary analysis
suggests a certain periodicity in this motion, with periods
between the local extrema of xm in a range of ≈ 10 to 20
periods of the wall vibration.

Preliminary results also indicate that the excitation
phase shift of ϕ = π/2 leads to a lower stability of the
clusters than for ϕ = 0 and ϕ = π. While still two clusters
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Figure 2. Isodensity surface plots for the simulated ensembles of 544 frictional rods. Density is averaged over 3 excitation periods.
Left: in-phase excitation, right: anti-phase excitation. The formation of clusters is observed near the edges of the container. Below the
3D plots, the rendered simulation data of the respective ensembles are shown from the top view perspective.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Exemplary experimental snapshots of front (a) and
bottom (b) views showing 550 rods of ` = 3 mm length (filling
fraction φ = 3%) with in-phase excitation (ϕ = 0). A cluster
of particles near one the container edges is observed, visually
resembling the simulation results from Fig. 2. Experimental data
were kindly provided by the SPACE GRAINS team.

are observed, even after 150 excitation periods, they seem
to constantly change their relative sizes and their centers
of mass wander in x-direction. One of the clusters may
grow substantially while the other one sometimes almost
dissolved into a gaseous state. The influence of the exci-
tation phase shift ϕ will be studied in more detail in future
work.

3.2 Observation in the VIP-GRAN experiment

Our numerical results of cluster shapes in the simulated
systems (Fig. 2) can be compared to experimental im-
ages obtained under microgravity during parabolic flights
by the SPACE GRAINS team, shown in Fig. 3. There,
a similar system geometry and filling fraction leads to the
formation of clusters near the walls of the container which

visually resemble the shapes observed in the simulations.
So far, there is no reliable way to reconstruct the 3D local
density data from the experimental videos. The possibility
of such a reconstruction, e.g., by means of machine learn-
ing techniques [23] could be envisioned as an aim of future
research.

It is worth noting that the accumulation of particles
near the walls and the wandering of clusters have been
previously observed in experiments. These phenomena
were attributed essentially to g-jitter (residual accelera-
tion) rather than to the effects of the particle-wall and
particle-particle friction. In our simulations, we observe
those effects without inclusion of gravity or any other ac-
celeration.

4 Conclusions and outlook

We have investigated dense granular gases of rod-like par-
ticles by means of numerical simulations of ensembles of
frictional spherocylinders. The packing fraction was cho-
sen just above the supposed gas-cluster transition crite-
rion, and indeed, the formation of clusters was observed.
These clusters start forming near the corners of the con-
tainer about halfway between the excitation plates, similar
to what has been observed for spherical grains before [17].
Rods in those denser regions show a tendency to align
with their long axes parallel to each other, and parallel to
the container walls. We suppose that these larger contact
surfaces increase the stabilizing effect of friction in such
denser assemblies of particles. Indeed, performing a sim-
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ulation with particles of very low friction coefficient, we
found that clusters in that case have a much lower stability.
For our rodlike grains, in particular for frictional contacts,
shape effects may add additional stability to the clustered
region against removal of individual grains from its sur-
face.

Previous experiments and simulations studying the
gas-to-cluster transition with spherical grains focused on
in-phase (e.g. Sack et al. [24]) or anti-phase (e.g. [7]) mo-
tion of the exciting walls. Here, we present first indications
that other phase angles between the two pistons’ motions
clearly affect the cluster dynamics.

More thorough investigations of the clustering process,
the influence of the friction coefficient, the excitation and
particle size parameters and also the phase of the driving
are necessary to gain understanding of dynamical cluster-
ing in granular gases in particular for non-spherical grains.
Due to the limited availability of microgravity experiment
time, and the limited options to vary the particles’ proper-
ties, realistic and validated numerical simulations are the
ideal means to provide new insight. The particular roles
of energy dissipation by the normal restitution coefficient
and by friction need to be discriminated.

One problem of experiments in parabolic flights is the
low quality of microgravity, whose influences need to be
distinguished carefully from intrinsic granular dynamics.
In simulations, we can include residual accelerations in
two different ways: First, one can generate acceleration
protocols that mimic typical g-jitter in the airplane in or-
der to analyse the consequences on the grain dynamics.
This allows to identify artifacts in experimental data at-
tributed to poor microgravity quality. Second, in a more
challenging simulation, one may incorporate the actual g-
jitter data in the experiments, which are available from the
flight protocols. Then one can simulate particle ensem-
bles under the actual flight conditions. Thus, it may be
possible to separate external disturbances from potential
genuine effects of the granular gas. This may allow us to
identify dynamic phenomena that are partially masked by
g-jitter in parabolic flight experiments.
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